All in Order

When words in a dictionary start with the same letter, they are listed in order of the second letter, so kitten comes before koala, because i comes before o. If words start with the same two letters, they are listed in order of the third letter (so field comes before fish, because e comes before s), and so on.

Can you put these words in alphabetical order? Check in your dictionary when you've finished to see if you were right.

Example:
guzzle gallop gurgle gulp
gallop gulp gurgle guzzle

1. wizard wisdom wand witch
2. iceberg igloo island icicle
3. drawbridge dungeon dream dragon
4. pyramid pyjamas python pirate
5. starling starfish startle stare
6. asteroid asterisk atlas athletics
7. magpie magic money magnet
8. slime silver sludge sliver
9. ninety knight knot knife
10. jagged giraffe javelin gymnast